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Abstract
Fast developments in science and technology are a great

accomplishment in this century. These facilities have been utelized by
criminals and deviants by indegnified way. Industrial developed countries
have their own means to improve and to modify technology and scientific
facilities to cope up with any new existing problems, such as the problem
of illegal traiding of nuclear materials. Facilities for exchange of
information among industrial countries also play an important role to
prevent any dangrous phenomena may exist.

In contrast most developing countries lack the means of uptodate
follow up quick and continous scientific and technological developments.
However they have qualified personnel to follow up quickly and to
prevent drug and narcotics smuggling.

Recently we have heard about a dangerous phenomena, the illegal
trading of nuclear materials, which derive attention internationally. The
developed countries can cope easily with it. However, in developing
countries, their lack of up todate facilities can cause a greate damage to
their nations. Libyan Arab Jamahirya is always willing to co-operate
internationally to prevent any new dangerous phenomena. We think it is a
time for conformation on international official agreement regarding this
phenomena.

Exchange of information between different countries through an
international agency is important for prohibiting the illegal nuclear
materials trading. Also to help in creation of a temperoraly scientific
committee to provide different countries of the world the available
information in this area and to co-operate specially with police, custom
and law enforcment agencies of each nation, providing an international
legislation for dealing with such phenomena is a priority. Assistance for
the arrangment of training through IAEA is of great importance.

Without any doubt we can say today the world is shrinking due to fast
technological development in the transport facilities, communications and exchange of
information. As much as these developments helped in great accomplishment that is
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witnessed by the humanbeing. However such facilities have been malfunctionally utelized
by criminals and deviants with undegnified ways and in excessive ideological purposes to
satisfy material greedings.

In addition to that the criminals and deviants are always capable to develope new
processes for their own use which in turn casts a great burden to policemen, custommen
and to low enforcement agencies whom they lack new international laws to overcome
newly created phenomena.

The industrial developed countries have their own means to improve and to
modify technological and scientific facilities which easily allow them to follow up and to
control any new circumstances. They doing so by their ability to manufacture
sophisticated equipments as well their capability to improve it from time to time
according to their need to tackel newly existing problems. In addition to their ability to
perform continous qualified training to their personnel which lead to provide them with
highly qualified staff in the area required . So their qualified personnel have the capability
to detect odd cases in shorter period of time.

Although in developing countries good qualified personnel existed to prevent the
smuggling of the public used materials , such as electronics, food, medicine and others ...
as well as their intense concentration to prevent drug and narcotics smuggling. These
highly qualified personnel the policemen and custommen , have been created by good
training and by their own hard work and by the help of scientific staff behind them who
have the capability to detect and to analyse the different materials by utelizing scientific
equipments available to them which was well selected from world market. Burt still the
developing countries lack the ability to produce their own scientific equipments to date.

However, we can not rule out the effect of co-operation between different
countries for prohibiting drug and narcotics smuggling. The international co-operation
plays an important role in exchange of experiences, information and qualified technicians
in this area. In the mean time we can observe some mishapes from time to time in
different countries regardles to their status. This results from the modifications of the
methods of smuggling by the criminals and from the colaboration or by the help of
indelicate people to facilitate their dirty work.

Recently many countries are somewhat fearful of the existence of new
phenomena, the illegal trade of nuclear materials.

The manufacturing countries of nuclear materials have the capability to deal with
this phenomena due to their scientific facilities and of their highly qualified personnel that
can overcome the smuggling of such type of materials, quick detection of different types
of such products within a short period of time. Also they have the capability for safety
precautions, controlling and overcoming any accidents which may occur during the
process of manufuture, transport and storage of the nuclear materials. They also have an
axcess to obtain information about the persons or the secret criminal organizations from
the continous co-operation in the exchange of information among the industrial
countries.

The situation is quite different for the developing countries because of their lack
of means to cope up with quick scientific progress and many of these countries do not
have highly qualified experts and related scientific equipments to deal with or to prevent
the smuggling of such type of materials on spot. Also their limited facilities for
transfering the suspected materials to their own research centers ,if it exists this may
cause harm to personnel due to their ignorance about these dangerous materials. The
transportation of such materials could cause pollution to the area results from the lack of
facilities of a dequate equipment that can be used during transportation of such materials
to the research center for analysis.
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The lack of information and co-operation among the countries increase the scope
of the problem.

Information about secret criminal organizations that may deal with the trade of
nucluear materials is quite important to overcome this new phenomena.

It is unfortunately due to the abscence of low organization agents between the
countries for preventing this dangerous phenomena which create a big gab for dealing
with the criminal act in this area can increase the nature of the problem.

We have to think quickly and seriously to build up scientific means to close up
the gaps between different ideas to deal up with the phenomena.

Libayn Arab Jamahirya always have an intention as well as ready to fight
dangerous unhuman phenomena and always willing to co-operation internationally in
dealing with limitation and preventing any dangerous phenomena that may effect
international safety that may result from worldwide smuggling and illegal trading of such
type of materials. Libayn Arab Jamahirya have also great believe on fighting the
terrorestic acts and smuggling. Here in Jamahirya, they are doing their best on going
improvement of the qualification of the scientific staff and the technicians as well as to
police and to customs personnel to cope up with any new circumstances.

Libyan Arab Jamahirya have highly qualified personnel for preventing the
smuggling of different materials especially in the area of drug and narcotics smuggling.
Their personnel quite aletr and can detect and prevent the smuggling due to their highly
experiences in this area. They can detect these materials with a shorter period of time.

We can not role out the effect of the official agrement among Arabic brothers for
exchange of informations about smuggling. As well the international official agreements
for prohibiting drugs and narcotics smuggling.

An international organization for prohibiting drugs and narcotics smuggling is
already established. The organization is doing its best to provide exchange of information
and communication internationally as well as organizing from time to time international
conference and also regional conferences in this field.

Unfair sunction by security council on Jamahirya which is quite unjustified cause
a great damage to the nation in health education and social programs. We are in need to
train a qualified personnel outside the country as soon as we can be able to obtain quite
modern equipments by co-operation with industrial countries and we are doing our best
to overcome the unfair sunction but we still need international support which in fact
increases day by day.

International atomic energy agency help for training and for obtaining facilities
to prevent any illegal nuclear materials trade which may occur is required.

Due to our awareness and outstanding thinking about this dangerous phenomena
we will do our best to take all the precautions to prohibit it according to our facilities.

Now it is time to think seriously till we reach international official agreement on
this phenomena and the formation of an international organization for prohibiting
smuggling, nuclear matrials and its illegal trading typical in equivalence to drug and
narcotics prohibiting organzation where we can suggest the folowing:
1 - Confirmation on international offecial agreement regarding this phenomena.
2- assistance for the arrangement of training and exchange of informations between

different countries especially with customs , police and low enforcement agents.
3-Providing the posibility to facilitate obtain up todate scientific equipments and tools.
4-Proposing an international legislation for punishment of the criminals who create this

phenomena.
where this proposal may be submitted to all countries via the international atomic energy
agency.
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In the mean time we can start by creating a temporarly scientific committee to
provide to different countries of the world the available information in this area the
methods aleady utelized for contorling such phenomena. The scientific commette should
engage in organizing international conferences from time to time to give more insight
about prohibiting the illegal nuclear materials trading and smuggling.

Although we believe with great need to co-operate internationally to fight this
phenomena. We still think about the countries which produce such type of materials and
should have moral commitment and responsibility for any hazards which occur during
manufacturing transportation, storage or on waste disposal of the nuclear materials tha
may cause ecological damage to other countries or harm persons. So it will be justified
to implement on them to pay all the costs for cleaning up the effected area and to pay
personal compensation as well as to provide the facilities and qualified personnel to help
the country that is exposed to such damage.
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